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Software

ISO 50001 certified energy data management

With visual energy 5
reduce energy costs by up to

20 %

MISSION ENERGY

Ready for an energy-efficient future

One System. Best Solutions.

EVALUATE ENERGY

VISUALIZE ENERGY

RECORD ENERGY

MANAGE ENERGY

Focus on energy efficiency:
with visual energy 5,
your energy management is
ready for the future.

visual energy 5 energy data management
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The energy data management
system visual energy is ISO 50001
certified and has above-average
energy data consistency and
plausibility as a unique selling point.

visual energy 5 gives you full control over your
operational energy management. Custom dashboards,
standardized evaluations, or live analyses show you
the full potential of your energy data. With just a few
clicks, identify weak points and make use of savings
potential for maximum energy efficiency.

THE VISUAL ENERGY 5 EXCELLENCE:
FIVE POWER ELEMENTS FOR SUCCESSFUL
ENERGY MANAGEMENT

With visual energy 5, your Mission
Energy can reach a new level:
visual energy 5 supports every energy
manager on the path to sustainable
energy reduction. 100% plausible
energy data ensures reliable
evaluations and allows savings
potential to be maximized.
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Increase energy
efficiency
Reduce energy
consumption

visual energy 5 energy data management

Perfect Cost Control
All energy consumption at a glance and identify savings potential immediately

Certified Security
Certified by the TÜV (German Technical Inspection Association) for ISO 50001 and technology
Made in Germany

»Highly accurate energy data consistency and plausibility is KBR's
unique selling point in the field of EDM systems.«
TÜV SÜD audit report

Efficient Energy Data Management
Save energy, time, and costs with automatic workflows and intelligent functions

More Sustainability
Accomplish energy audits and energy policy goals like CO2 reduction in compliance with standards

Competent Services
Support for all questions relating to visual energy

Mission energy online: www.visualenergy.de
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THE VISUAL ENERGY 5 INTELLIGENCE:
ANALYSIS POSSIBILITIES THAT ALWAYS INSPIRE
NEW QUESTIONS

							How about the base load?

		
How do I get meaningful and standardized
		 key figures for my energy audit?
					
			

Are devices in inefficient standby mode?

How can meaningful energy performance figures be formed?

An energy manager's concerns
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A controller's thoughts

				

How can I create an energy forecast for next year?

													How have energy costs changed?

What is the share of energy used for my product?
How can we check if energy consumption is changing?

Can I reduce expensive load peaks?
						

How high is the actual savings potential?

What does the current energy consumption look like in detail?
						How big is our company’s CO2footprint?

Questions of a managing director

Concrete
answers to crucial
energy questions
Photo credit: Jacob Lund, silvae | Fotolia

				

The latest on visual energy 5 and energy management?
Subscribe to the “Insights” newsletter now:
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THE VISUAL ENERGY 5 COMPETENCE:
QUICK, EASY AND MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

ENERGY RECORDING
Modern energy data management in accordance
with ISO 50001
Seamless recording of all consumption,
types and states of energy
100% plausible measurement in
accordance with the BDEW Metering Code and
VDE application rule
MSCONS format for future-proof data				
import and secure communication with energy
suppliers, mains or meter point operators
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ENERGY VISUALIZATION
Continuous visual analysis process
from data preparation to evaluation
Comprehensive selection of custom and
premade diagrams and reports
Easy to create meaningful
key figures
Favorites for custom organization
of the system: practical for direct access to
the essentials
Interactive dashboards for a fast and
comprehensive overview

visual energy 5 energy data management

A handle on energy: Interactive dashboards and intelligent functions make it
easy to record, visualize, manage, and evaluate states and consumption values.
Industry standards ensure security, standardized application, and smooth data
transfer.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
User-defined workflows and favorites
Automatic monitoring of
network quality, consumption values, projected
energy volumes and device parameters
Additional security with active
early-warning system and monitoring of
outgoing fuses
reports and measures for efficient
control
Reliable for third-party quantity limitation
and residual current measurements

ENERGY EVALUATION
SEU reports, regression analysis,
Sankey diagrams, heat maps, filter analysis
and much more
Individual key figures with
your production data integrated
Standardized report preparation
Secure data export in common data formats,
such as PDF, CSV, MSCONS or OPC
New unlimited user administration

Good to know:
You will find a list of explanations of all technical terms in italics on page 31.
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ENERGY RECORDING
For a 100% reliable data pool

A complete energy overview:
Record all states and types of energy
visual energy 5 seamlessly records all energy data of different states and from different energy sources, automatically
monitors measured values and processes them to provide
you with plausible and meaningful data for evaluation.
Highlights:
Automatic load profile measurements with
KBR eBus measuring devices
Automatic capture of meter readings with
standard Modbus measuring devices
Manual meter reading entry
Mobile meter reading using Android smartphones
Data import MSCONS from the energy provider
Automatic capture of meter readings via OPC,,
e.g., M-Bus, BACNET, Profibus, etc.

The perfect data pool:
100% plausible energy data
Not only does visual energy 5 record measured values,
it automatically checks them for plausibility using the
mapped supply structure. Error-prone virtual measurements are a thing of the past, as is updating them in the
event of changes. By using OBIS codes, visual energy
reliably prevents measured values and energy flow directions from being mixed up. Additionally, fuses and wires in
electrical mains can be monitored.

TÜV Süd confirms the above-average energy data consistency and
plausibility as a unique selling point
among all certified energy data
management systems.
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Automatic status labeling in accordance with the BDEW
metering code and VDE application rule ensures secure
transmission of the measurements. In conjunction with
the automatic and manual substitute value formation,
even time-critical monthly statements are no longer a
problem if measurement is interrupted.

visual energy 5 energy data management

			Your Tangible Benefit:
Modern energy data management for operational energy
management in accordance
with internationally recognized
standard ISO 50001:2018

Flexible data acquisition:
Via App, eBus, Modbus or OPC
With visual energy 5, you can integrate any non-bus
capable reading points into the system. Meter readings
can easily be entered into a web form or you can use
the Android smartphone app provided.
Highlights:
Definition of reading ranges and assignment
of different readers
Definition of reading sequence (travel path)
Central reading prompt
Data input plausibility check (meter reverse,
zero consumption, higher/lower consumption)
Meter change support
Automatic ad hoc transfer upon data connection
Automatic substitute value formation

100% plausible and consistent
energy data for a reliable data
pool – confirmed as a unique
selling point by TÜV Süd
Precise and smooth data
exchange through common bus
systems and standardized
formats, such as MSCONS
Ready for
the energy world of the future
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VISUALIZE ENERGY
Identify and utilize potential

Keep track of everything:
Interactive dashboards
With the interactive dashboard, you can conveniently set
up the values and states that are important for your work
and keep track of current developments in nice graphic
form. The dashboard is generated as a website in the visual
energy 5 application and can then be provided online
without logging in as a user. This has many advantages for example you can share the information in interactive
presentations or incorporate it into online portals. Everything can also be updated immediately and expanded
easily.

Efficiency Check in Real Time:
Filter analyses
In order to utilize energy as efficiently as possible, weak
points in the consumption behavior of devices must be
identified. This can be accomplished with the help of filter
analysis in visual energy 5. Even the most complex consumer behavior can be clearly mapped and observed in
detail. To analyze a measuring point, even the values from
multiple years can be loaded and then selected according
to various filter criteria. The following filter parameters can
be applied individually or in combination:
Year(s)					
Weekday(s)			
Off-peak time			
Value range
12

Month(s)
Weekend
Time of day

visual energy 5 energy data management

Perfect for Energy Audits:
Energy performance figures
Key figures are an important component for energetic
evaluations, controlling measures, and not least, for corporate decision-making.
With visual energy 5, your key figures can very easily be
set up according to the modular principle, automatically
generated, and monitored. With the help of a graphical
representation, such as a heat map, you can visualize and
evaluate key figures in no time. In this way, you can see
whether your goals for increasing energy efficiency have
been reached based on before/after comparisons.
Important to know: The energy performance figure is
prescribed in the ISO-50001 standard.

Meaningful Representation:
Energy benefit diagrams
Visualization is a major strength of visual energy 5.
All devices, energy usage conditions, and billing and cost
centers can be clearly displayed in the form of infographics
or diagrams.
Create graphic implementations for connections relevant
to energy - including for processes across different
locations, such as stores or departments. You have full
control over the type of representation - from the lettering
to the color scheme: all visual elements can be configured
freely. You will see: Even complex energy data can be easily
converted into a comprehensible and plausible form with
the possibilities of visual energy 5.

»

With visual energy we are now able
to display the energy consumption of our estate
transparently, bill consumers proportional
to consumption, and spot anomalies in
consumption at an early stage. It has also
enabled us to cut our energy costs in the long
term. The investment will pay off quickly.
Stefan Attl, Attl Foundation

«
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VISUALIZE ENERGY
Identify and utilize potential

Transparency with Complex Data:
Heat map
The transparent heat map graphics give users control over
extra large quantities of data. The advantage
over conventional mapping: Particularly
conspicuous values - weak points or outliers in the energy
system - are clearly apparent in the color pattern on
the heat map and can be quickly identified at a glance.
Carefully targeted optimization measures can then be
taken immediately. visual energy 5 naturally also offers the
ability to adjust all properties of the heat map, such as the
color scheme, scaling, and time range according to your
application needs.

Identify Savings Potential:
Sankey diagrams

Photo credit: shapecharge

With visual energy 5, the Sankey diagram functionality
was further developed. It now also allows you to process
and display different media at the same time. As a result,
you now get even faster insights from the visualization of
energy volumes and flows: Identify meaningful savings
potential in the supply structure at a glance and reveal
cost-intensive “energy guzzlers.”
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Biggest Consumers at a Glance:
SEU list
SEU stands for “significant energy use.” All energy consumers and consumer groups with a significant portion of the
total energy consumption are subsequently summarized in
an SEU list. visual energy 5 presents the data from the SEU
report graphically in the form of a diagram so that energy
managers in particular are immediately in the picture here.
Important to know: The SEU list is prescribed in the
ISO-50001 standard.

visual energy 5 energy data management

			Your Tangible Benefit:

Make safe decisions using
precise live analyses
Identify cost-intensive "energy
guzzlers” and savings potential
immediately and clearly

A Look at Correlating Consumption
Values:
Regression analysis

Wide variety of configuration
and display options

With regression analysis, visual energy 5
offers an especially helpful method of analysis. A model
calculation determines whether there is a dependent
relationship between energy consumption and any other
variable, such as production volume. To create a projection,
the regression analysis compares the energy consumption actually measured from a specific time period with
the expected value that was previously calculated. The
resulting difference shows whether energy is being saved
or excessively consumed. Optimization measures can be
adapted accordingly based on this. Important to know:
The regression analysis is prescribed in the ISO-50001
standard.

Compliant with standards for
energy audits

Ex

Make decisions based on well-founded data a good sense of security.
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Reach your goal even faster with “reports” and “measures”

Time-saving Organization:
Measures

The new “reports” function is another guarantee
of security for all operating processes. visual energy 5
gives you permanent control over energy supply with this
feature. As soon as a previously established limit is reached,
the software will
immediately send you an automatically generated
message that will provide you with detailed information,
such as the meter point and in which time range the limit
violation occurred. This allows you to initiate effective optimization measures immediately and avoid unnecessary
energy costs.

With visual energy 5, you gain a lot of time due to lower
workload. “Measures” provides you with a feature that you
can use as a basis for creating your energy data analysis
tasks and assign them to responsible people.
visual energy 5 supports you here with easy-to-use organization, implementation, and documentation. A graphical
overview provides you with constant information about
the execution of your activities according to status, priorities, and responsibilities. In this way, you can assess active
measures in terms of goal setting, chances of success, risks,
and defined time range or even the relevance to an energy
audit.

Photo credit: Jacob Lund

Effective Immediate Warning System:
Messages

Practical functions for working fast
A particularly useful tool is the text editor: With its help,
you can paste meaningful descriptions, display current
progress, or evaluate opportunity/risk to monitor success.
Increase your working speed by setting cross-references
that allow you to jump directly from the measure to the
diagrams, documents, or meter points you need without
having to search for them. With the traceability feature,
stay constantly informed on changes and progress.

Much more than just recording energy data:
It’s management in the best sense.
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Manage Energy Easily:
Activities
With “Reports” and “Measures,”
you have two functions available
that will make your daily work as an energy manager much easier. Check the progress of your
action plan and respond directly to current
messages.
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT
increasing operational safety

secureF©
KBR security concept
Method for monitoring
of fused outgoing circuits.

Maximum security:
KBR secureF© security concept
To ensure the highest possible system availability and supply reliability, KBR has developed the secureF© security concept, designed specifically for electrical fuse monitoring.
Here, visual energy 5 is combined with KBR eBus devices to
ensure continuous monitoring and control, sending notifications in the event that the warning or alarm threshold
is exceeded. With the help of relay modules, warnings and
alarm messages can also be linked to an error message
system.
Maximum security with secureF©:
Alarm for overload tendency
Immediate warning if the
fuse rating is exceeded
Blown fuse alarm
Quick setup: most of the functions
have default system
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Protection for People and Systems:
Residual current monitoring
Unnoticed system defects can lead to electrically ignited
fires, damage to systems, and in the worst cases, hazards
to people. 30% of all fires in companies can be traced
back to a technical defect on system parts. To significantly
reduce this risk, residual currents on machines and systems
can be monitored with residual current monitoring. These
measurements are not only costly, they also have to be
performed at specific intervals. With residual current monitoring combined with visual energy 5, you will be informed
immediately when a measured value exceeds the warning
or alarm threshold.
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multimess F144-PQ

multimess D9-PQ

Ensure Network Quality:
Network analyzers monitor the
EN-50160 standard
“Stand-alone” or integrated into visual energy 5,
the network analyzers multimess D9-PQ
and multimess F144-PQ continuously and seamlessly
monitor power quality at the meter point. By monitoring
and controlling the network quality according to power
quality standards, such as IEC 61000 or EN 50160, possible
faults can be detected at an early stage before they lead to
a production stoppage or defective plant components. In
the case of faults in the electrical system or on machines
the causes of the fault can be analyzed by the measured
values. The network analyzers register violations of the
standard limit values already during operation and store
them as events and disturbance records.
In connection with visual energy, EN 50160 standard
reports are automatically generated.
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MANAGE ENERGY
Gain security and conserve resources

Continuous Observation of Efficiency:
Consumption optimization

Automated actions:
Workflows and triggers

Monitoring and optimizing supply structures is a central
task of energy management.
The integrated consumption monitoring of visual energy 5
is a reliable instrument that immediately gives warning of
irregularly high or low consumption values.
The values to be monitored are defined as a load profile.
You can set a matching maximum and minimum value for
each type of day (work day, holiday, etc.) to define it as the
expected target for each measuring point.

For repeating tasks, visual energy 5 offers Workflows. These
predefined scripts automate certain processes in energy
data management.
This way, many tasks are completed without errors almost
automatically or with minimum effort. Workflows for the
most common standard actions are already included in
visual energy 5. You can also create your own workflows
or load new ones from the KBR library. Also practical:
Trigger criteria that implements a specified action can be
established for each workflow. For example, a schedule
trigger for sending your energy reports out via e-mail on a
time-controlled basis.

Maximum value
Expected value
Minimum value

Powerful consumption
monitoring with warning
in case of implausible values
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Active early-warning system:
KBR Smart Maintenance
More than ever, solutions and services are in demand that
are able to dynamically react to various challenges in real
time. The KBR maintenance service is like a radar for your
entire visual energy data management system made up of
hardware and software. Discrepancies are promptly detected and reported. During implementation, a KBR team of
experts is available to help with concrete suggestions and
helpful tips.

visual energy 5 energy data management

Energy Control Based on the Day:
Non-work day monitoring

			Your Tangible Benefit:

visual energy 5’s intelligent backup features also include
monitoring on non-work days. You can set custom work
days and days off for your company in the system for this
purpose. If measured values that are far off from the base
load occur on these non-work days, you will immediately
receive a detailed report of the range at which or meter
point in which a discrepancy has occurred. The causes of
unwanted excess consumption can be identified, analyzed,
and remedied with appropriate measures immediately so
as to avoid unnecessary costs.

Optimal energy distribution and
system utilization
Prevent expensive breakdowns
with reports on faults or discrepancies
Preventive security with residual
current monitoring
Save time with user-defined
workflows
Secure processes with smart
control functions and security
concepts
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EVALUATE ENERGY
Document valuable insights

Meaningful Evaluations:
Energy performance figures
Energy performance figures are valuable indicators that
provide information about energy efficiency and help to
identify savings potential. For example, use your production data to establish meaningful key figures by connecting it with your energy data. This will give you important
information that serves as a basis for corporate decision-making. This is why it’s important to review key figures
regularly, which is quick and easy to do in visual energy 5
with many options for evaluation.

Secure export:
PDF, CSV, MSCONS or OPC
Using the EDIFACTinterface, you can also export measurement and consumption data. Alternatively, the CSV
export can also be used. All standard data formats are
also available for transfer, ensuring safe and future-proof
communication with energy providers and system and
meter point operators via MSCONS. Reports are created in
tamper-proof PDF format.

Convenient Excel interface:
Excel add-in
Thanks to Excel-Add-In, visual energy 5 can connect to MS
Excel without a problem. Use Excel functions to process
the recorded energy data and create other evaluations and
tables in the way you're used to. Programming skills are
therefore not necessary.
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Convenient reporting:
Measuring point and cost center
reports
Whether it’s an SEU report, regression analysis, third-party
quantity limitation report, Sankey diagram, heat map, or
comprehensive filter analysis - custom energy reports and
meaningful visualizations can be made in no time using
visual energy 5. The type and extent of reporting can be
individually set, as can the graphics: The diagrams contain
variable time axes to document consumption behavior
over certain time ranges. The evaluations can be prepared
in the form of PDFs in user-defined folders.

Good cooperation:
User and team organization
With intelligent user management, you can organize
collaboration between all project participants as well as
individual access options to functions and information
without effort. visual energy 5 allows you to establish user
groups for team organization to handle increasing project
complexity for example.

visual energy 5 energy data management

			Your Tangible Benefit:
Save time with rapid creation of
meaningful reports
Secure data export and seamless
interaction with other systems
such as SAP
High savings potential thanks
to energy supply according to
demand and accurate consumption forecasts.
Convenient team organization
and user management
Easily create your own energy
performance figures for combining process and energy data

Sharing real-time analyses with your colleagues?

Good to know:
You will find a list of explanations of all
technical terms in italics on page 31.
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Photo Credit Jacob Lund

No problem.

THE VISUAL ENERGY 5 EXPERIENCE:
SUCCESSFULLY UTILIZE
ENERGY DATA MANAGEMENT

Best Practices – Situation and Solution

01 Energy Audit
The visual energy 5 Solution:
The best toolbox for energy managers
With visual energy 5, the energy manager has the perfect toolbox
to fulfill their every need efficiently and effectively. They can create or
adjust any meter point, evaluation, or assessment at any time,
and thus provide plausible proof of savings potential.

“The perfect toolbox for energy managers.”
PUMA

“Minimal staff costs, huge
amount of information.”
Aryzta AG
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02 Fuse Monitoring in Data Centers
The visual energy 5 Solution:
Defined limits provide timely warning

Photo credit: “Energy Audit” Theme: Yuri_Arcurs, “Third-party quantity limitation” theme: benkrut, “fuse monitoring”: gorodenkoff

The currents in the racks are measured with a multisio D2-4CI.
Additionally, the temperature in the data center is monitored with
a multisio D2-4TI. At 80 % of the fuse current, a warning is sent to the
employees in charge. The racks and the room can be seen online in
visual energy 5. A red diode then signals when the defined warning
thresholds have been exceeded and the responsible
employee is informed via e-mail...

“Clear and simple.”
ZF Friedrichshafen AG
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THE VISUAL ENERGY 5 VERSIONS:
CHOOSE THE BEST OPTION FOR YOUR
MISSION ENERGY
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VERSION 1:

VERSION 2:

Client Server

All-in-one

visual energy 5 as a software installed on your
own server

visual energy 5 as a full-managed package for
starting projects immediately

Want to install the software on your own SQL web
server? No problem. visual energy 5 can be integrated flawlessly into existing systems and adapted to
your server environment.

A package that leaves nothing to be desired. It
contains visual energy 5 pre-installed on a powerful
19-inch rack server from KBR. If desired, it can also be
configured accordingly for your current project.

visual energy 5 energy data management

BEST SERVICES ON TOP!
Solutions and services tailored to your company’s requirements
No licensing or other restrictions related to the
number of users and locations
Excellent advice and technical support
provided by KBR experts

VERSION 3:

Cloud
visual energy 5 as a cloud-based application for
maximum flexibility

Product advice:
+49 (0) 9122 6373-0
info@kbr.de

No more worries about software updates or database maintenance. Automatic data backup included. Fast and secure server connections guarantee
reliable work.

Which version fits best with
your Mission Energy? Ask us.
We are happy to provide
you with competent advice.
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THE VISUAL ENERGY 5 NETWORK:
PERFECT INTERACTION

multisio

multimess D9-PQ
Network analyzer/fault recorder

multisio

Network analyzer/
fault recorder

STATUS

Display for headquarters

4 x digital

multimess
F144-PQ

Power Quality Analyzer

4 x analog

4 x temp.

4 x current 1 x energy
multimax

multisio

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

Power

Power

Power

Power

multisio

multisio

1
2
3

multisio

multimess

Power

multimax
Display for maximum demand monitors

multisio

multimess D4

Expansion modules
(output)

Digital measuring device
with load profile memory

multimess F144 LED
Multimeter with
load profile memory
4 x digital

4 x relays

4 x analog

4 x relays

multimess

multisio

multisio

multisio

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

Power

multisio

Power

3
4

multisio

Power

multimess

Power

Central storage modules
with load profile memory

multimess F96

multimax

Multimeter

Maximum demand monitor with expansion modu
multisio range

multicount D5

multimax

multimess

multicount
Certified MID meter
with load profile memory
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multimess D6

multimax

Energy meter with load profile memory

Maximum demand monitor with load profile
memory

visual energy 5 energy data management

The rapid developments in the energy world require flexible, scalable solutions.
Our system of measuring technology, software, and service distinguishes itself
through high flexibility and outstanding quality.
TCP/IP

multisys
System center

multicomp

multicomp with secureC®
Display for reactive power controller

visual energy 5
The power headquarters for energy management

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

multisio

Power

4

multisio

Power

multimess

Power

multisys

Power

multisys

Power

multisys
Gateways
multicomp with secureC®

Modbus

ules from the

multicomp

multicomp with secureC®
Reactive power controller with expansion module from the multisio
family

KBR eBus

Measuring devices from other manufacturers

Good to know: Easy to integrate different devices and systems
multisys Gateways integrate various bus systems into the KBR system and allow measuring devices
from other manufacturers to be integrated without a problem.
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VISUAL ENERGY 5
System requirements and technical information

VISUAL ENERGY 5 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
visual energy 5
web server

Please ensure the following requirements are met before installation/upgrading:
Only for upgrade: visual energy Version 4.7.1
Microsoft Server: 2012 R2 / 2016 / 2019
Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS), min. Version 7.5 with the option ASPNET,
		 Dynamic Content Compression
Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) with the option “http Support«”,
		 but without the integration of Active Directory
Microsoft .Net Framework 3.5 with the option “WCF http activation”
Microsoft .Net Framework 4.6.2 or higher with the options “WCF http activation” and ASPNET
Microsoft Process Activation Service with the option “Net Environment”

SQL server

Microsoft SQL Server 2008/2012/2014/2016/2017/2019, Standard or Express
SQL user with the ability to create databases

Web Client

Current HTML5 browsers that support Blazor WebAssembly:
Google Chrome
Mozilla Firefox
Microsoft Edge
Apple Safari

Excel add-in

Version: 4.7
Release: 0
Status: Current Release
Published: May 2017
Microsoft Excel: 2007 / 2010 / 2013 / 2016 / 2019 / 365 (Desktop), (32 or 64bit)
Microsoft .NET Framework: 4.6.2
Microsoft Office Runtime VSTO 4.0

If you have any questions
about configuring visual
energy, our service team will
be glad to help.
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Product advice:
+49 (0) 9122 6373-0
info@kbr.de

visual energy 5 energy data management

BRIEF EXPLANATION OF TECHNICAL TERMS
BDEW metering code

The BDEW metering code defines the minimum requirements that meter point operation and
measurements have to meet as defined by the BDEW (German Association of Energy and Water
Industries) in accordance with the German Energy Industry Act.

CSV

CSV is a standardized data format for storage and transmission that defines the structure of a file
containing simply structured data. It can be used for easy energy data exchange between the
energy data management system and MS Excel, for example.

Dashboard

A dashboard is a control panel that you can use for customized and clear representation of data.

EDIFACT

EDIFACT is an international standard for electronic business data across industries.

Excel add-in

The Excel add-in is an interface for integrating your energy data management into MS Excel.

Load profile recording

Load profiles are periodically cumulated energy volumes (e.g. active energy used in 15 minutes)
recorded by measuring equipment. In most cases, these volumes are indicated as power values
(e.g., in kW on energy bills).

Maintenance

A maintenance system is needed to keep technical systems running smoothly. This ensures that the
system stays operational or is functional again quickly in the event of a breakdown for complete
and seamless energy data.

MSCONS

MSCONS is a data format for measured energy data. It is used for communication throughout the
entire energy market and makes non-discriminatory energy data management (EDM) possible.

OBIS codes

OBIS codes (Object Identification System) are used for the unique identification of measured values
(energy volumes, meter readings) in electronic data exchange between communications partners
using different message types (e.g. MSCONS).

OPC

OPC is the standard for manufacturer-independent communication in automation technology. With
this software interface, you can, for example, transmit values and meter readings in real time.

VDE application rule

The VDE application rule "Metering Code" is an universal standard for recording and transmitting
measured data.

Workflow

A workflow is an automated chronological sequence of functionally, physically or technically related
processes.

Capture of meter readings

Capturing meter readings is the cheaper but also more error-prone method of simulating a load
profile measurement.
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KBR is your reliable energy data management partner.
The KBR system ensures sustainable and future-proof energy supply
and creates a decisive competitive advantage for your company
with high-precision technology, efficient solutions and a comprehensive
range of services.

KBR Kompensationsanlagenbau GmbH
Am Kiefernschlag 7
D-91126 Schwabach

T +49 (0) 9122 6373 - 0
F +49 (0) 9122 6373 - 83
E info @ kbr.de

www.kbr.de
www.visualenergy.de

